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Bonds - Global High Yield Overview
As Brexit neared, the rally in global high yield faded, the BofA Merrill Lynch Global High Yield index returned just 0.04% in May, and 0.77% in June. After a strong April, the index did manage to 

outperform the Citi WGBI for Q2 as a whole.

Investor appetite has also strengthened, the sector attracted £1.3bn in estimated net fund flows for Q2. With the ECB beginning its investment grade bond purchasing program, constricting supply, 

the search for yield has led some investors down into the upper levels of high yield products.

However, whilst default rates remain at historical lows, industry sector concerns persist. In the US some oil and commodities companies continue to run the risk of falling from investment grade to 

high yield.  Whilst this may present opportunities for high yield managers, investors are wary. Following the US defaults in December last year, January saw an estimated £1.4bn exit the sector.

Since Andrew Lake began his track record in the sector at the end of June 2010 he has returned a total of 48.07%, outperforming the average global high yield manager’s total return by 9.86%.

Andrew Lake, head of global high yield, is the lead manager of Mirabaud - Global 

High Yield Bonds, the co-lead manager of Mirabaud - Global Strategic Bond fund 

and manages a team of four in charge of high yield bonds.  He has experience in 

the asset management industry since 1998 and prior to joining Mirabaud Asset 

Management in 2013, Andrew was head of high yield portfolio management at 

Aviva Investors.  He has managed high yield funds at Merrill Lynch Investment 

Managers where he was responsible for high yield in London and F&C 

Investments where he co-managed the institutional high yield product.  He has 

a history degree from the University of York, an MBA from the Booth School of 

Business at the University of Chicago and is a qualified barrister. Colchester 

born, he is currently based in London and outside of work enjoys skiing, tennis 

and shooting.
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All index performance data sourced from Lipper, in US Dollars. Flow data source: Citywire discovery, excluding the US, Chile and Peru

 SOURCE: Citywire Discovery, as at 30.6.2015. Data is based on Andrew Lake’s track record in the sector from 30.06.2010 until 30.6.2016. Performance is based on total return in US Dollars gross of tax, bid to bid, ignoring the effect of initial charges and with income reinvested at the ex-dividend date.  
Reference to the average manager is for comparative purposes only. Average manager performance is based on the average fund manager return in the Bonds - Global High Yield sector and has been taken from 30.09.2012 to 28.02.2013.      
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Manager Analysis

SOURCE: Citywire Discovery, as at 30.6.2016. Risk adjusted performance is calculated using indexes assigned by Citywire at 
a fund level. Returns are calculated in US Dollars gross of tax, bid to bid, ignoring the effect of initial charges and with income 
reinvested at the ex-dividend date. Peer group rankings are based on managers tracked by Citywire in 38 countries excluding 
the US, Chile and Peru. Market share data based on total assets under management excluding the US, Chile and Peru

Bonds - Global High Yield (USD) 
5 Yr Risk Adjusted v 5 Yr Standard Deviation v Market Share to Jun 2016
Total Assets (mil): £83,071.62
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Andrew Lake - Mirabaud Asset Management

Douglas Peebles - Alliance Bernstein

Robert Cook - JP Morgan Asset Management

Alexis Renault - Oddo Asset Management

Robert Neithart - Capital Group

Cristina Gavin - Ibercaja SA

This chart highlights Andrew Lake versus 5 of his peers with similar experience in the Bonds - Global 

High Yield sector. The y axis represents their 5 year risk-adjusted percentile rank in the sector, and 

the x axis, their relative 5 year standard deviation percentile rank in the sector. Bubble size is market 

share.

The sweet spot is in the top right, which Andrew Lake fulfils, performing well across both 

parameters. Of his 5 competitors depicted, Lake has both the best relative 5 year risk-adjusted 

performance and the lowest relative 5 year standard deviation. 

His closest competitor is Douglas Peebles of Alliance Bernstein who scores within the fifth decile 

for risk-adjusted performance and the second decile for year standard deviation over five years.  

      

RANKINGS

5 Yr Risk Adjusted Ranking 5 Yr Maximum Drawdown Ranking 5 Yr Total Return Ranking

Andrew Lake 25/85 5/93 20/93

5 YEAR MAXIMUM DRAWDOWN
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 SOURCE: Citywire Discovery, as at 30.6.2016. Performance calculated in US Dollars


